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.Introduction!
The case study!
Everyday work in the ERC!
Techno-organizational change process: most relevant changes!

•

Exercise —What about the effects of such changes? Try to
imagine how the new IS and equipment impacted on the ERC
operators everyday work!

•

Discussion —The actual impact of the change and the ERC
operators reaction

The Research
A Medical Emergency Response Centre

Ethnographic case study
•

Ethnomethodologically oriented ethnography (e.g. Crabtree et al.,
s2000; Dourish & Button, 1998; Sharrock & Randall, 2004) conducted
in a medical Emergency Response Centre (ERC).!

•

The research was not initially aimed to study a techno-organizational
change process, but the organization of emergency response as a
situated practice connected with the use of technology/ies.!

•

The design and innovation process started when the ethnography
was going on since about 18 months; the unexpected opportunity to
study the change process brought the fieldwork to be prolonged for
12 months.

Data and methods
•

Field notes (observation)!

•

Ethnographic (or informal) interviews;!

•

Photographs, screen captures and other documentary materials
collected on the field;!

•

Audio-recordings (39 h.) of the phone calls with users;!

•

Video-recordings (56 h.) of the everyday work in the centre. !
[Recordings transcribed and analyzed accordingly to the
principles and procedures of Conversation Analysis (CA — e.g.
Jefferson, 1984; Heritage, 1984) and EM/CA video-analysis (e.g.
Heath et al., 2010).

Everyday Emergency Work
Communication and Coordination

Communication in Action
Operators communicate:!
• via phone with callers, having the task to gather crucial
information in order to determine the accident, the place
and conditions of the patient/s;!
• via radio with rescue units, an informative, quick and largely
unidirectional communication;!
• in co-presence with colleagues, an internal parallel
communication with the aim of managing the external
emergent one with callers and rescuers.

Situated Coordination
Coordination is produced in real time by participants, through (a) talk,
(b) bodily conduct, and (c) the use of tools and artifacts, ranging from:!
pen and pencil!! ! ! !
During the phone interview
[operator A] attracts [operator B]’s
attention by touching his shoulder,
and asks him to dispatch by
showing the sheet on which
[operator A] has written down the
address. [Operator B] dispatches,
while [operator A] continues giving
first aid instruction on the phone. !
[Fieldnotes: 02-18-2005, 3.09 PM]

to! ! ! ! ! ICTs, used for:
•
•
•
•
•

manage incoming & outgoing,
radio & phone communication;!
select and monitor rescue
vehicles;!
locate the accident on a digital
map;!
record information concerning
events;!
get real-time awareness of
colleagues’ ongoing activities.

“…human interaction, tool, perception, and details of
language use.When actual courses of action are examined
it is found that all of this phenomena mutually shape each
other. …interdependence of cognitive processes, tool use
and social organization”
–Goodwin & Goodwin, 1996

The change
Techno-organizational innovation?

Equipment
Old system, each box had: !

New system, each box has:!

- a workstation with double
screen (data entry, cartographer)
and PC with digital phone; !

- two workstations with double
screen (one for calls management
and data entry, the other for
cartographer);!

- a second PC for data entry and
a radio-set. !
!

- two radio-sets.!
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!

You work less quickly when you’re alone. And, anyway, you can’t discuss. !
[Mi. 16-02-2005]!
An operator cannot work alone. [Managers] don’t work in the boxes and
don’t know, but alone you can’t... in real time... It’s better […] helping each
other and discussing. !
[R. 05-01-2005]

The impact
Emergency operators improvisational “resistance”

Issues of the new IS & equipment
•

More (useless) work, less time (for relevant work): !
No, but I won’t give a toss! That is, probably I’ll not entry some useless calls. Many
calls too, if I haven’t time, if I’m very busy... Out of experience, when there’s a lot of
chaos, in order to protect yourself, you must deal only with real urgencies !
[Ma. 03-02-2005]!

!

▶ Incoherence with the local organization of activities!

New kind of information: how many calls? What kind of calls? Which is
operators’ everyday workload? This new kind of information is not
available to operators: collected and archived by the IS, can then be
recovered and turned into knowledge by managers only.!
!
▶ Over-emphasized economic accountability !
!
▶ Lack of ICT accountability in front of users!
•

•

Any operator could work by him/herself!
▶ Reduction of mutual awareness, communication and cooperation!

Resistance and improvisation
Operators continued to work in couple, and carried out two different
and mutually interchangeable practices: !
1. behaving like if nothing had changed;!
2. deciding who was operator A for every half of the shift –hitherto,
nothing new– but leaving a wider margin to roles' compellingness
=> towards the operator-cowboy: the first who takes the call ‘wins’
the role of operator A for that call.!
Coollaboration as a taken-for-granted: nobody tried to work by him/
herself and nobody was in search of confirmation about colleagues’
agreement on such a conduct. !
Box-colleagues collaboratively found, each time, their way to
cooperate. They did so situatedly and mostly by tacit agreement: by
grounding bodily conduct and visual orientation within the context of
the ongoing situation and the phenomenal field.

An inNovATIVE practice
An inNovATIVE organization of activities, accompanied by its
conditions of appropriateness and its (ethno)methods of enactment
and accountability, emerged through collaborative improvisation!
• ‘cowboy’ new practice as innovation of the manager-suggested new
practice itself!
• introduction of the possibility of a situated choice in institutional
work procedure: if the ‘cowboy’ practice was by then possible, what
is perhaps even more interesting is the permanence, as an
alternative, each time negotiable option, of the ‘traditional’ one !
• native, endogenous practice collaboratively and improvisationally
(re)produced by participants

Design for innovation I
•

•

•
•

•

Order and routine as situated, collective accomplishments, with an
improvisational dimension: collaborative process, which takes place in
and through interaction. !
Nevertheless, any working group develop an habitual way for
collectively organizing work and accomplishing everyday routine and
habitual order.!
Designing innovation as designing the groundwork for the collaborative
and emergent accomplishment of new order(s) and routine(s).!
Innovation should: !
be coherent with the endogenous organization of work activities;!
start from participants, their practices and the logic underling them.!
Ethnometodologically oriented ethnography enables to catch, in its
minute details, the endogenous organization of activities in a field, and
allows to enlighten the situated meaningfulness of everyday practices.

Design for innovation II
Organizational members belong to different groups and cultures; each has a
specific representation of the work, the organization and its desirable future.!
Different groups are equipped with different resources, power and decisionmaking opportunities.!
=> Looking at the material and interactional trajectories undertaken by
members, and the related circulation of information, knowledge and practices.!
=> Fostering decision-makers’ awareness of work practices and their logic. !
=> The researcher should act as an agent of:!
• visibility and recognizability (of local organization of activities, work
practices, and their logic);!
• mutual awareness and intercultural dialogue (occupational cultures);!
• legitimization (of the point of view of some actors in front of the
others).!
Beyond problem-solving: orienting attention, being a vehicle for knowledge
circulation, and fostering the co-construction of change and innovation.

